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1. Introduction
We continue our study of those full sublattices of n-dimensional Euclidean space L for which both Prime(L), the set
of prime elements of L, and Coprime(L), the set of co-prime elements of L, are closed. Among the lattices with these
properties are the closures of homogeneous lattices [3]. In [2] we showed that both Prime(L) and Coprime(L) can be
expressed uniquely as unions of n maximal connected chains. And, then in [4] we showed that every full sublattice of
Euclidean space is the quotient of a “spindle” which has the additional property that every maximal chain extends from
the least element to the greatest element. In this paper we consider globular lattices which are those full sublattices L of
Euclidean space for which Prime(L) = Coprime(L). We shall see that lattice spheres are globular lattices (Theorem 17) and
globular lattices are spindles (Theorem 14). For dimensions two and three we shall see that the only globular lattices are
the lattice spheres but for dimension four there are uncountably many distinct globular lattices.
n will denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space equipped with its usual topology and coordinate-wise order. If x ∈ n ,
we denote the ith coordinate of x by xi . If x, y ∈ n, then the elements
x∧ y = (min{x1, y1}, . . . ,min{xn, yn}),
x∨ y = (max{x1, y1}, . . . ,max{xn, yn})
denote the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound of x and y in the coordinate-wise order. Clearly, the op-
erations ∨ and ∧ are continuous, and equipped with those operations, the n-dimensional Euclidean space becomes a
distributive topological lattice. A sublattice L of n is a subset L ⊆ n such that x, y ∈ L implies that x∨ y, x∧ y ∈ L.
If L is a sublattice of n, then an element p ∈ L is called a prime element of L, if x, y ∈ L and x ∧ y  p implies that
x p or y  p; u ∈ L is a co-prime element if x, y ∈ L and x∨ y  u implies that x u or y  u. The collection of all prime
elements of L is denoted by Prime(L), and the collection of all co-prime elements is denoted by Coprime(L).
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Deﬁnition 1. A sublattice L ⊆ n is called a full sublattice, if
(1) L is compact,
(2) Lo , the interior of L, is a connected subset of n which is dense in L. If L also satisﬁes
(3) Prime(L) = Coprime(L), then L is called a globular lattice.
If L ⊆ n is a full sublattice, then the number n is uniquely determined by L (see [1, Theorem 4.2]), and we call this
number the dimension of L.
Up to isomorphism I , the unit interval, is the only full sublattice L of . Since in I every element is prime and co-prime,
it is, up to isomorphism, the only one-dimensional globular lattice.
The “lattice spheres”
Σn =
{
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ In: x1  x2  · · · xn √x1
}
will play a major role in our discussion (see also [3] and the end of Section 4). For the purpose of illustration, consider
D = {(x, y) ∈ I2: x2  y √x}.
It will follow from Theorem 19 that D is isomorphic to Σ2. The interior of D is the set {(x, y) ∈ I2: x2 < y < √x } which is
clearly a dense and connected subset. The prime and co-prime elements of D are given by
Prime(D) = Coprime(D) = {(x, x2): x ∈ I}∪ {(x2, x): x ∈ I}.
We will see below that up to isomorphic copies, Σ2 is the only two-dimensional globular lattice. Starting with dimen-
sion three, the situation becomes more involved. We will see that there is only one three-dimensional globular lattice,
namely Σ3, but inﬁnitely many different globular lattices in dimensions 4.
We should remark that the lattices Σn are not as symmetric in their coordinates as the lattice D might suggests
(see Fig. 1). The arrangement of the coordinates in the cycle (1→ 2→ ·· · → n → 1) plays an important role.
2. Basic results
Throughout this section we will assume that L is a closed and connected sublattice of In . Further, we will make the
assumption that inf L = (0, . . . ,0) and sup L = (1, . . . ,1). Thus the ith projection πi : In → I maps L onto I .
Following ideas outlined by R. Wille in [7], the next results were obtained in [2].
Every closed sublattice L ⊆ In is determined by a family of lower semi-continuous maps αi j : I → I , 1 i, j  n, satisfying
(1) αii(x) = x for all 1 i  n and all x ∈ I;
(2) αi j ◦ α jk  αik for all 1 i, j,k n.
The maps αi j are called the ∧-seams of L. The lattice L and its ∧-seams αi j are related by:
L = {x ∈ In: αi j(x j) xi for all 1 i, j  n}.
For a given closed sublattice L ⊆ In , the ∧-seams can be constructed in the following way. Let
πi : L → I
be (the restriction of) the projection onto the ith coordinate, and let
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αi(c) = sup
{
x ∈ L: πi(x) c
}
be the upper adjoint of πi. Since we are assuming that the projections maps L onto I , we have
αi(c) = sup
{
x ∈ L: πi(x) = c
}
.
The maps αi j are now given by
αi j = πi ◦ α j .
Dually, there are upper semi-continuous maps βi j : I → I , 1 i, j  n, satisfying
(1) βii(x) = x for all 1 i  n and all x ∈ I;
(2) βi j ◦ β jk  βik for all 1 i, j,k n.
These maps are called the ∨-seams of L, and
L = {x ∈ In: βi j(x j) xi for all 1 i, j  n}.
If
βi(c) = inf
{
x ∈ L: πi(x) c
}
= inf{x ∈ L: πi(x) = c}
then
βi j = πi ◦ β j .
Consequently,
Proposition 2. The map β ji is the lower adjoint of αi j , i.e. xi  αi j(x j) if and only if β ji(xi) x j .
Theorem 3. (See [2, 2.6].) An element p ∈ L is prime if there is in index 1 i  n and an element c ∈ I so that p = αi(c). Hence
Prime(L) = α1(I) ∪ · · · ∪ αn(I).
Dually, an element r ∈ L is co-prime, if there is an index 1 i  n and an element c ∈ I so that r = βi(c), i.e.
Coprime(L) = β1(I) ∪ · · · ∪ βn(I).
The maps αi can be described in terms of the maps αi j :
Proposition 4. For every c ∈ I ,
αi(c) =
(
α1i(c), . . . ,αni(c)
)
,
βi(c) =
(
β1i(c), . . . , βni(c)
)
.
Proof. Since αi(c) ∈ L, we know that
αi(c) = (p1, . . . , pn)
with
α ji(pi) p j .
Further, the deﬁnition of αi implies that pi = c. The element(
α1i(c), . . . ,αni(c)
) ∈ In
satisﬁes the equations
α jk
(
aki(c)
)= (α jk ◦ aki)(c) a ji(c)
and therefore belongs to L. Since αii(ci) = c, the ith coordinate of (α1i(c), . . . ,αni(c)) is equal to c, i.e.
πi
((
α1i(c), . . . ,αni(c)
))= c.
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α1i(c), . . . ,αni(c)
)
 αi(c)
or, equivalently,
α ji(pi) = α ji(c) p j .
We conclude that α ji(c) = p j for all indices j, which leads to
αi(c) =
(
α1i(c), . . . ,αni(c)
)
. 
The previous ideas relate nicely to Bergman’s double projection theorem (see [6]). If we deﬁne Li j ⊆ I2 to be the image
of L ⊆ In under the map
πi j : In → I2,
(x1, . . . , xn) → (xi, x j)
then
L =
⋂
1i< jn
Li j
and
Li j =
{
(xi, x j) ∈ I2: αi j(x j) xi and α ji(xi) xi
}
.
Proposition 5. (See [2, 3.1].)
Lo =
⋂
1i< jn
πi j
(
(Li j)
o).
Lo can also be described by using the following ideas and notation:
Deﬁnition 6. If α : I → I is a monotone mapping, then set
α∗(c) = sup{α(u): u = 0 or u < c}.
It is easy to see that α∗ is the largest map γ  α that preserves arbitrary suprema.
Theorem 7. (See [2, 4.4 and 4.6].)
Lo = {x ∈ In: α∗i j(c j) > ci for all indices i = j}.
Further, Lo is dense and connected if and only if the maps α∗i j satisfy
α∗i j ◦ α∗jk  α∗ik for all i, j,k,
α∗i j ◦ α∗ji(c) > c for all i = j and all c ∈ I \ {0,1}.
Remark 8. As a consequence of the last Theorem 7,
αi j(1) = α∗i j(1) = 1,
provided that the interior of L is dense and connected. Indeed, for every c ∈ I \{0,1}:
αi j(1) α∗i j(1) α∗i j
(
a∗ji(c)
)
> c
and all the maps αi j are continuous at 1.
Proposition 9. If Lo is connected and dense in L, then the chains αi(I) can only intersect at the end points. More precisely, if i = j, and
if x ∈ αi(I) ∩ α j(I), then either x = αi(0) = α j(0) or else x = αi(1) = α j(1).
Proof. Let ci ∈ I and c j ∈ I so that αi(ci) = α j(c j). Then
αki(ci) = αkj(c j)
for all indices k. Especially,
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c j = α j j(c j) = α ji(ci).
Hence αi jα ji(ci) = ci . This implies ci = αi jα ji(ci) α∗i jα∗ji(ci) ci , i.e. α∗i jα∗ji(ci) = ci . Now Theorem 7 implies that ci ∈ {0,1}.
If ci = 1, then c j = α ji(1) = 1, hence x = αi(1) = α j(1). By symmetry, c j = 1 implies ci = 1. Therefore ci = 0 implies c j = 0,
and in this case x = αi(0) = α j(0). 
Theorem 10. Prime(L) is closed if and only if the maps αi j , 1 i, j  n are continuous.
Proof. Clearly, if all the maps αi j are continuous, then from Proposition 4 all the maps αi are continuous. Since Prime(L) =
α1(I) ∪ · · · ∪ αn(I), it follows that the primes are closed. Conversely, assume that the primes form a closed subset. We have
to show that all the maps αi j preserves arbitrary suprema. Fix indices i and j, and let M ⊆ I be a subset. Let c0 = supM .
We would like to verify that αi j(c0) = supc∈M aij(c). This is trivial if c0 ∈ M , so we may assume without loss of generality
that c0 /∈ M . Again, the claim is obviously true for c0 = 0, and it follows from the remark immediately after Theorem 7 for
c0 = 1. Hence we may assume that c0 ∈ I \ {0,1}. For every c ∈ M , the element
α j(c) =
(
α1 j(c), . . . ,αnj(c)
)
is a prime element. Viewing M as a net indexed by (M,), the element supc∈M a j(c) agrees with the limc∈M α j(c). Since
we are assuming that the Prime(L) is a closed subset, it follows that supc∈M a j(c) = supc∈M(α1 j(c), . . . ,αnj(c)) is a prime
element, and the deﬁnition of the α∗ ′i j s implies that
sup
c∈M
a j(c) = sup
c∈M
(
α1 j(c), . . . ,αnj(c)
)
=
(
sup
c∈M
α1 j(c), . . . , sup
c∈M
αnj(c)
)
= (α∗1 j(c0), . . . ,α∗nj(c0)).
Now Theorem 3 implies that there is an index k and an element d ∈ I so that(
α∗1 j(c0), . . . ,α
∗
nj(c0)
)= (α1k(d), . . . ,ank(d)).
In particular,
d = α∗kj(c0)
and hence(
α∗1 j(c0), . . . ,α
∗
nj(c0)
)= (α1k(α∗kj(c0)), . . . ,ank(α∗kj(c0))).
We next show that k = j. Assume that k = j. Then
c0 = α∗j j(c0)
= α jk
(
α∗kj(c0)
)
 α∗jk ◦ α∗kj(c0)
contradicting Theorem 7. Hence k = j, and therefore c0 = d. This implies(
α∗1 j(c0), . . . ,α
∗
nj(c0)
)= (α1 j(c0), . . . ,anj(c0))
i.e.
sup
c∈M
αi j(c) = aij(supM)
for all indices i. 
3. Isomorphisms between full sublattices
The proof of the following theorem can be found in [1, Theorem 4.2] and [3, Proposition 8]:
Theorem 11. Let L and M be two full sublattices of In, and let (αLi j)i, j and (α
M
ij )i, j be the∧-seams of L and M, respectively. Then a map
ϕ : L → M is an isomorphism from L to M if and only if there is a permutation σ of the indices {1, . . . ,n} and monotone continuous
bijections ϕi : I → I satisfying the conditions
ϕ−1i ◦ αLi j ◦ ϕ j = αMσ−1(i)σ−1( j)
so that
ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) =
(
ϕσ(1)(xσ(1)), . . . , ϕσ(n)(xσ(n))
)
.
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Proposition 12. If L is a globular lattice, then Prime(L) (= Coprime(L)) is a closed subset of L.
Proof. We know from Theorem 3 that Prime(L) can be written as α1(I) ∪ · · · ∪ αn(I). So we have to verify that the closure
of αi(I) consists only of primes for each 1 i  n. Let (x j) j∈ J be a convergent net in αi(I). Since L is completely distribu-
tive, the limit of (x j) j∈ J can be computed as lim j∈ J x j = sup j∈ J infk j xk . Since the map αi preserves arbitrary inﬁma, the
elements infk j xk belong to the set αi(I). Hence lim j∈ J x j is a (directed) supremum of elements of αi(I). Since L is a glob-
ular lattice, all the elements of αi(I) are also co-primes. Since in every complete distributive lattice a directed supremum of
co-primes is again a co-prime, it follows that lim j∈ J x j is a co-prime element, and therefore also a prime element. We now
can conclude that lim j∈ J x j ∈ Prime(L). 
Proposition 13. If L is a globular lattice, then for each index i there is an index j = π(i) such that αi(I) = β j(I), and the map
π : {1, . . . ,n} → {1, . . . ,n} is a ﬁxed-point free permutation.
Proof. Let L ⊆ In be a globular lattice. In this proof, we let  = sup L be the maximal element of L and ⊥ = inf L be
the minimal element. Since Prime(L) = Coprime(L), we have Prime(L) = β1(I) ∪ · · · ∪ βn(I). Now ﬁx an index i, and let
Ak = αi(I) ∩ βk(I). Theorem 10 implies that all the maps αkl and βkl are continuous. Hence Ak is a closed set for all k, and
αi(I) = A1 ∪ · · · ∪ An.
For each k let
xk =max Ak
and let
m =max{xk: xk = }
with the provision that m = αi(0) if xk =  for all k. The sets
Bk =
(
Ak ∩ [m,]
) \ {,m}
form a cover of the connected chain C = (αi(I) ∩ [m,]) \ {,m}, and each Bk is relatively closed in C . We show next
that the sets Bk are pairwise disjoint. First, we note that none of the elements βl(1) belongs to Bk . Indeed, βl(1) ∈ Bk
would imply that βl(1) ∈ Ak ∩ [m,], hence m  βl(1). Also βl(1) ∈ Ak ⊆ αi(I), hence βl(1) ∈ αi(I) ∩ βl(I) = Al , and by
deﬁnition βl(1) would be the largest element of Al , i.e. βl(1) = xl . Since xl = βl(1) ∈ Bk = (Ak ∩ [m,]) \ {,m}, it follows
that xl = , and hence xl m. Therefore βl(1) =m. But m does not belong the Bk . Next, we show that βl(0) = ⊥ does not
belong to any of the B ′ks. Indeed, if ⊥ ∈ Bk , then ⊥ ∈ [m,] and hence m = ⊥. We would conclude that m ∈ Bk , which it
not true. Finally, x ∈ Bk ∩ Bl implies that x ∈ βk(I) ∩ βl(I). Hence we conclude from Proposition 9, applied to the maps βlk ,
that x = βk(1) = βl(1) or x = βk(0) = βl(0) = ⊥. But neither of those points belongs to any of the Bk . The connectedness
of (αi(I) ∩ [m,]) \ {,m} implies that there is exactly one j so that B j = αi(I) ∩ [m,] \ {,m} and Bk = ∅ for k = j. We
obtain(
A j ∩ [m,]
) \ {,m} = (αi(I) ∩ [m,]) \ {,m}
and, since A j is closed, we ﬁnd that
m = inf(αi(I) ∩ [m,]) \ {,m}
= inf((A j ∩ [m,]) \ {,m})
∈ A j
and
 = sup(αi(I) ∩ [m,]) \ {,m}
= sup((A j ∩ [m,]) \ {,m})
∈ A j .
Thus
(
A j ∩ [m,]
)= (αi(I) ∩ [m,]),
 = β j(1), Ak ∩ [m,] ⊆ {,m} for k = j.
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αi(I) = αi
(
I ∩ [m,])
⊆ A j
⊆ β j(I).
If m = αi(0), let k0 be an index so that m = xk0 = max Ak0 . Then m ∈ Ak0 ∩ A j . Applying Proposition 9 to the maps βlk ,
that m = βk0 (1) = β j(1) =  or m = βk0(0) = β j(0) = ⊥. Since by deﬁnition m = , we ﬁnd that m = ⊥. This leads to the
conclusion
αi(I) = αi(I) ∩ [⊥,]
= A j ∩ [⊥,]
= A j
= β j(I) ∩ αi(I).
In either case
αi(I) ⊆ β j(I).
We use Proposition 9 once again to conclude that the index j is uniquely determined by i. Reversing the roles of the αs
and βs, we ﬁnd an index k so that
β j(I) ⊆ αk(I).
Using Proposition 9 one more time, we ﬁnd that αi(I) ⊆ αk(I) implies that i = k, and hence
αi(I) = β j(I).
It remains to show that i = j. Assume that i = j. Then
αi(I) = βi(I).
Hence for each c ∈ I there is a d ∈ I so that αi(c) = βi(d). Since αi = (α1i, . . . ,αni), the ith coordinate of αi(c) is equal
to αii(c) = c. Similarly, the ith coordinate of βi(d) is equal to d. It follows that c = d. Hence αi = βi , and therefore αki =
βki for all indices k. Fix an index k = i. We now use Proposition 5: Since the double projection Lik of L is contained
in {(xi, xk): xk  αki(xi)} and also contained in {(xi, xk): βki(xi)  xk}, the equality αki = βki implies that Lik = {(xi, x j):
x j = α ji(xi)}, contradicting the fact that Lo is non-empty and contained in π−1ik ((Lik)o). 
The next theorem shows that globular lattices are in fact spindles in the sense that they are full sublattices of n in
which primes and co-primes unions of connected chains from (0, . . . ,0) to (1, . . . ,1).
Theorem 14. If L is a globular lattice, then L is a spindle. More speciﬁcally, the maps αi j : I → I
(1) preserve arbitrary suprema, i.e. are continuous maps;
(2) satisfy αi j(1) = 1 and αi j(0) = 0;
(3) are strictly monotone, and β ji = α−1i j .
Proof. Since Prime(L) is closed, the ﬁrst statement follows from Theorem 10. Since the αi js map 1 to 1 and the βi js
map 0 to 0, the second statement follows from Proposition 13. The property of being a globular lattice is self-dual. Hence
the maps βi j are also continuous, and βi j(0) = 0, βi j(1) = 1. Now assume that one of the maps αi j were not strictly
monotone. Then there are elements c,d ∈ I so that c < d, yet αi j(c) = αi j(d). Since β ji is the lower adjoint of αi j , this would
imply that β ji is discontinuous at u = αi j(c) (indeed, limv→u− β ji(v)  c and limv→u+ β ji(v)  d). So all the maps αi j are
monotone continuous bijections. Since β ji is the lower adjoint of αi j , this implies that β ji = α−1i j . 
Theorem 15. Let L be a closed sublattice of In containing (0, . . . ,0) and (1, . . . ,1). Then L is a globular lattice if and only if
(1) The maps αi j : I → I are continuous bijections satisfying
(a) αi jα jk  αik for all indices i, j,k,
(b) αi jα ji(c) > c for all i = j and all c ∈ I \ {0,1}; and
(2) There is a ﬁxed-point free permutation π : {1, . . . ,n} → {1, . . . ,n} so that απ(i)kαki = απ(i),i for all choices of i and k.
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that there is a ﬁxed-point free permutation π so that αi(I) = βπ(i)(I). Let c ∈ I be given. Then there is an element d ∈ I so
that (
α1i(c), . . . ,αni(c)
)= (β1π(i)(d), . . . , βnπ(i)(d)).
For the π(i)th coordinates, this implies
d = απ(i)i(c).
Moreover, since βkπ(i) = α−1π(i)k for all indices k, we obtain
αki(c) = βkπ(i)
(
απ(i),i(c)
)
= α−1π(i)k
(
απ(i),i(c)
)
or
απ(i)kαki(c) = απ(i),i(c).
Conversely, assume that assertions (1) and (2) of the theorem are satisﬁed. Then L is a connected sublattice with dense
interior, and, reversing the steps of the previous argument, we ﬁnd that αi(I) = βπ(i)(I). Hence the sets of primes and
co-primes coincide. 
Corollary 16. If L ⊆ In is a globular lattice and if ⊥ = inf L and  = sup L, then Prime(L) (Coprime(L)) can be written as a union
of n arc-chains α1(I), . . . ,αn(I) so that αi(I) ∩ α j(I) = {⊥,} for i = j.
We now can identify at least one globular lattice in each dimension. The lattice spheres Σn in the following theorem
have already been discussed in [3] in connection with homogeneous sublattices of n .
Theorem 17. The lattice spheres
Σn =
{
(x1, x2, . . . , xn): x1  x2  · · · xn √x1
}
are globular lattices.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the maps αi j for Σn are given by
αi j(r) =
{
r if i  j,√
r if j < i.
As permutation π we pick π(i) = i + 1 if i < n and π(n) = 1. Then
απ(i)kαki = απ(i),i
for all choices of i and k, and Theorem 15 implies that Σn is a globular lattice. 
5. Globular lattices in dimension 2 and 3
The following theorem, due to A.M.W. Glass (see [5, Lemma 2.2.1]), is an important tool to classify globular lattices:
Theorem 18. Let α1,α2 : I → I be two monotone bijections so that α1(x),α2(x) > x for all x in the open interval (0,1). Then there is
a monotone bijection ϕ : I → I so that α2 = ϕ−1 ◦ α1 ◦ ϕ .
We can now classify all globular lattices in dimensions 2 and 3.
Theorem 19. Every globular lattice in dimension 2 is isomorphic to the 2-dimensional lattice sphere
Σ2 =
{
(x, y) ∈ I2: x y √x}.
Proof. We know from Theorem 17 that Σ2 is a globular lattice with
α12(y) = y,
α21(x) =
√
x,
α11 = α22 = id.
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from I onto I so that
L = {(x1, x2) ∈ I2: x1  γ12(x2) and x2  γ21(x1)}.
We know that γ12γ21(x) > 0 for all 0 < x < 1. It follows from Theorem 18 that there is a continuous monotone bijection
f1 : I → I such that
f1γ12γ21 f
−1
1 = α21.
Let
f2 = f1γ12.
Then
f1γ12 f
−1
2 = id,
f2γ21 f
−1
1 = α21.
It now follows from Theorem 11 that the map (x1, x2) → ( f1(x1), f2(x2)) is an isomorphism between Σ2 and L. 
Theorem 20. Every globular lattice in dimension 3 is isomorphic to the 3-dimensional lattice sphere
Σ3 =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ I3: x y  z√x}.
Proof. We know from Theorem 17 that Σ3 is a globular lattice with
αi j(r) =
{
r if 1 i  j  3,√
r if 1 j < i  3.
Now let L be any globular lattice with maps γi j and permutation σ . Since the only permutations of {1,2,3} that are
ﬁxed-point free are the cyclic permutations, we may renumber the coordinates so that σ(1) = 2, σ(2) = 3 and σ(3) = 1.
Then
γ21 = γ23γ31,
γ32 = γ31γ12,
γ13 = γ12γ23.
Note that these equations imply
γ13γ31 = γ12γ23γ31 = γ12γ21.
Since γ12γ21(x) > x for all 0 < x < 1, it follows from Theorem 18 that there is a continuous monotone bijection f1 : I → I
such that
f1γ12γ21 f
−1
1 = α21.
Let
f2 = f1γ12,
f3 = f1γ13.
Then
f1γ12 f
−1
2 = id = α12,
f1γ13 f
−1
3 = id = α13,
f2γ21 f
−1
1 = f1γ12γ21 f −11 = α21,
f2γ23 f
−1
3 = f1γ12γ23γ−113 f −11 = f1γ13γ−113 f −11 = id = α23,
f3γ31 f
−1
1 = f1γ13γ31 f −11 = f1γ12γ21 f −11 = α21 = α31,
f3γ32 f
−1
2 = f1γ13γ32γ−112 f −11 = f1γ13γ31γ12γ−112 f −11 = f1γ13γ31 f −11 = f1γ12γ21 f −11 = α21 = α32.
It now follows from Theorem 11 that the map (x1, x2, x3) → ( f1(x1), f2(x2), f3(x3)) is an isomorphism between Σ3
and L. 
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In this section, we will give a complete classiﬁcation of all globular lattices in dimension 4.
A ﬁxed-point free permutation of the indices 1,2,3,4 could be either cyclic or it could swap two different pairs of
indices. Since there are two different types ﬁxed-point free permutation of the indices 1,2,3,4, there are also two different
types of globular lattices in dimension 4.
5.1.1. Globular lattices with cyclic permutations
We ﬁrst assume that the permutation π is cyclic: π(1) = 2, π(2) = 3, π(3) = 4 and π(4) = 1. Accordingly, the maps αLi j
of a globular lattice L with permutation π has to satisfy the equations
αL21 = αL23αL31 = αL24αL41,
αL32 = αL31αL12 = αL34αL42,
αL43 = αL41αL13 = αL42αL23,
αL14 = αL12αL24 = αL13αL34.
We now use Theorem 11 to normalize the maps αLi j . If f1, f2, f3, f4 are monotone increasing bijections from I to itself, then
the maps
αMij = f i ◦ αLi j ◦ f −1j
deﬁne an isomorphic copy M of L that is also a globular lattice with permutation π . If we let
f4 = id,
f3 = αL43,
f2 = f3αL32,
f1 = f2αL21
then
αM21 = f2αL21 f −11 = f2αL21
(
f2α
L
21
)−1 = id,
αM32 = f3αL32 f −12 = f3αL32
(
f3α
L
32
)−1 = id,
αM43 = f4αL43 f −13 = αL43
(
αL43
)−1 = id,
αM14 = f1αL14 f −14 = f2αL21αL14 = f3aL32αL21αL14 = αL43αL32αL21αL14.
Moreover,
αM12 = f1αL12 f −12 = f2αL21αL12
(
f3α
L
32
)−1 = ( f3αL32)αL21αL12( f3αL32)−1
= (αL43αL32)αL21αL12(αL43αL32)−1 = (αL43αL32)αL21αL12(αL32)−1(αL43)−1
= (αL43αL32)αL21αL12(αL31α12)−1(αL43)−1 = (αL43αL32)αL21(αL31)−1(αL43)−1
= (αL43αL32)αL23αL31(αL31)−1(αL43)−1 = (αL43αL32)αL23(αL43)−1
= (αL43αL32)αL23(αL42αL23)−1 = (αL43αL32)(αL42)−1
= (αL43αL34αL42)(αL42)−1 = αL43αL34,
αM23 = f2αL23 f −13 = f3αL32αL23 f −13 = αL43αL32αL23
(
αL43
)−1
= αL43αL32αL23
(
αL42α
L
23
)−1 = αL43αL32(αL42)−1
= αL43αL34αL42
(
αL42
)−1 = αL43αL34,
αM34 = f3αL34 f −14 = αL43αL34,
αM41 = f4αL41 f −11 = αL41
(
f2α
L
21
)−1 = αL41( f3αL32αL21)−1
= αL41
(
αL43α
L
32α
L
21
)−1 = αL41αL14(αL43αL32αL21αL14)−1
= αL41
(
αL13α
L
34
)(
αL43α
L
32α
L
21α
L
14
)−1 = (αL41αL13)αL34(αL43αL32αL21αL14)−1
= αL43αL34
(
αL43α
L
32α
L
21α
L
14
)−1
.
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αM31 =
(
αM23
)−1
αM21 =
(
αL43α
L
34
)−1
,
αM42 =
(
αM34
)−1
αM32 =
(
αL43α
L
34
)−1
,
αM13 =
(
αM41
)−1
αM43 =
(
αL43α
L
32α
L
21α
L
14
)(
αL43α
L
43
)−1
,
αM24 = αM21
(
αM41
)−1 = (αL43αL32αL21αL14)(αL43αL43)−1.
Let
α = αL43αL32αL21αL14,
β = αL43αL43.
Since αM24α
M
41 = αM21 and αM12αM24 = αM14, we ﬁnd that
αM21
(
αM41
)−1 = αM24 = (αM12)−1αM14.
Now αM41 = αL43αL34(αL43αL32αL21αL14)−1 = βα−1, αM21 = id, αM12 = αL43αL34 = β and αM14 = αL43aL32αL21αL14 = α imply(
βα−1
)−1 = (αM41)−1
= αM21
(
αM41
)−1
= (αM12)−1αM14
= β−1α
and therefore the maps α and β commute. We now deﬁne
δ = β3α−1,
γ = αβ−2.
Then those maps also commute, and we ﬁnd that
αM21 = αM32 = αM43 = id,
αM14 = α = γ 3δ2,
αM12 = αM23 = αM34 = β = γ δ,
αM41 = βα−1 = δ−1γ−2,
αM31 = αM42 = β−1 = δ−1γ−1,
αM13 = αM24 = αβ−1 = γ 2δ.
The equation αM31α
M
13 > id is equivalent
γ > id
and the equation αM12α
M
23  αM13 is equivalent to γ δγ δ  γ 2δ, i.e. to
δ  id.
Theorem 21. Let γ , δ : I → I be two monotone continuous, commuting bijections satisfying
δ  id,
γ > id.
If we deﬁne
(αi j)1i, j4 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
id γ δ γ 2δ γ 3δ2
id id γ δ γ 2δ
δ−1γ−1 id id γ δ
δ−1γ−2 δ−1γ−1 id id
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
then
L(δ, γ ) = {(x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ I4: xi  αi j(x j) for 1 i, j  4}
is a globular lattice with cyclic permutation. Conversely, every four-dimensional globular lattice with cyclic permutation is isomorphic
with one of the L(δ, γ )s.
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of Theorem 15. Hence L(δ, γ ) is a globular lattice. Conversely, it follows from the calculations preceding this theorem that
every globular lattice with a cyclic permutation is indeed isomorphic to one of the L(δ, γ )s. 
Remark 22. Two globular lattices L(δ1, γ1) and L(δ2, γ2) are isomorphic if and only if there is a monotone continuous
bijection f : I → I so that
δ2 = f δ1 f −1,
γ2 = f γ1 f −1.
Remark 23. Of course, we could use Glass’ Theorem 18 to make sure that γ (x) = √x for all x ∈ I . Then δγ = γ δ implies
that δ(x2) = δ(x)2. If we demand in addition that δ be differentiable at 1, then δ(x) = xr for some 0< r  1, where r = δ′(1).
Theorem 24. There is an uncountable family of pairwise non-isomorphic globular lattices of the form L(
√
x, xr). Especially, any col-
lection of numbers (ri)i∈I so that either
(1) ln ri is irrational for any i ∈ I , or
(2) ln riln r j is irrational for any choice of i, j ∈ I with i = j, yields a collection of pairwise non-isomorphic globular lattice of the
form L(
√
x, xri ).
Proof. Two globular lattices of the form L(
√
x,xr) and L(
√
x, xs) are isomorphic if and only if there is a continuous—but not
necessarily differentiable—function f : I → I so that
f
(
x2
)= f (x)2,
f
(
xr
)= f (x)s.
Hence, if n and m are two integers, then
f
(
x2
n ·rm )= f ((x2n )rm )= f (x2n )sm = f (x)2n ·sm .
For 0< r < 1 let τ : (0,1) → (−∞,∞) be deﬁned by
τ (u) = ln(− lnu),
τ−1(v) = exp(−exp v),
and
φ = τ f τ−1.
Then
φ(n ln 2+m ln r + x) = σφ(exp(ln(2nrm)+ x))
= σφ(2nrm exp(x))
= σ (2nsmφ(exp(x)))
= ln(2nsm)+ ln(φ(exp(x)))
= n ln 2+m ln s + φ(x).
If x = 0, then
φ(n ln 2+m ln r) = n ln 2+m ln s + φ(0).
It follows that the map ψ deﬁned by
ψ(x) = φ(x) − φ(0)
is a continuous bijection that maps the subgroup G1 ⊆  generated by ln2 and ln r isomorphically onto the subgroup
G2 ⊆  generated by ln2 and ln s. If ln2ln r is irrational, then we show that r = s. Indeed, in this case the subgroup G1 is
dense in . Since ψ is a homeomorphism, the subgroup G2 is also dense, and therefore ln2ln r is also irrational. Since the
map ψ is continuous and a group homomorphism on the dense subgroup G1, it is a group homomorphism from  to .
Hence ψ(x) = kx for a certain ﬁxed k ∈ , which allows us to conclude that
φ(x) = kx+ φ(0).
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rational, then the subgroup G1 is discrete, and hence isomorphic to the integers. Thus G2 is also isomorphic to the integers,
and ln2ln s is rational. It follows that
ln r
ln s is rational. Hence any collection of number 0 < si < 1 so that
ln si
ln s j
is irrational for
i = j will yield a collection of pairwise non-isomorphic globular lattices of the form L(√x, xsi ). 
5.1.2. Globular lattices with two cycles
We now assume that the permutation π has two cycles, and after renaming the indices, π swaps 1 and 2 as well as 3
and 4: π(1) = 2, π(2) = 1, π(3) = 4 and π(4) = 3. Accordingly, the maps αLi j of a globular lattice L with permutation π
has to satisfy the equations
αL21 = αL23αL31 = αL24αL41,
αL12 = αL13αL32 = αL14αL42,
αL43 = αL41αL13 = αL42αL23,
αL34 = αL31αL14 = αL32αL24.
Again, we use Theorem 11 to normalize the maps αLi j . If f1, f2, f3, f4 are monotone increasing bijections from I to itself,
then the maps
αMij = f i ◦ αLi j ◦ f −1j
deﬁne an isomorphic copy M of L that is also a globular lattice with permutation π . We pick
f1 = αL41,
f2 = αL42,
f3 = αL43,
f4 = id.
Then
αM12 = f1αL12 f −12 = αL41αL12
(
αL42
)−1 = αL41αL14αL42(αL42)−1 = αL41αL14,
αM13 = f1αL13 f −13 = αL41αL13
(
αL43
)−1 = αL41αL13(αL41αL13)−1 = id,
αM14 = f1αL14 f −14 = αL41αL14,
αM21 = f2αL21 f −11 = αL42αL21
(
αL41
)−1 = αL42αL24αL41(αL41)−1 = αL42αL24,
αM23 = f2αL23 f −13 = αL42αL23
(
αL43
)−1 = αL43(αL43)−1 = id,
αM24 = f2αL24 f −14 = αL42αL24,
αM31 = f3αL31 f −11 = αL43αL31
(
αL41
)−1 = (αL42αL23)αL31(αL41)−1 = αL42(αL23αL31)(αL41)−1 = αL42(αL24αL41)(αL41)−1 = αL42αL24,
αM32 = f3αL32 f −12 = αL43αL32
(
αL42
)−1 = (αL41αL13)αL32(αL42)−1 = αL41(αL13αL32)(αL42)−1 = αL41(αL14αL42)(αL42)−1 = αL41αL14,
αM34 = f3αL34 f −14 = αL43αL34,
αM41 = f4αL41 f −11 = id,
αM42 = id,
αM43 = id.
Moreover, since
(
αL41α
L
14
)(
αL42α
L
24
)= αL41(αL14αL42)αL24
= αL41
(
αL13α
L
32
)
αL24
= (αL41αL13)(αL32αL24)
= αL43αL34
and similarly,(
αL42α
L
24
)(
αL41α
L
14
)= αL43αL34,
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ϕ = αL41αL14,
ψ = αL42αL24
commute and satisfy ϕ,ψ > id. In matrix form, we obtain
(
αMij
)=
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
id ϕ id ϕ
ψ id id ψ
ψ ϕ id ψϕ
id id id id
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .
Conversely, it is easy to verify that for each choice of commuting, monotone increasing maps ϕ,ψ > id the above matrix
deﬁnes a globular lattice with permutation π(1) = 2, π(2) = 1, π(3) = 4 and π(4) = 3:
Theorem 25. Let ϕ,ψ : I → I be two monotone continuous, commuting bijections satisfying ϕ,ψ > id. If we deﬁne
(αi j)1i, j4 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
id ϕ id ϕ
ψ id id ψ
ψ ϕ id ψϕ
id id id id
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
then
M(ϕ,ψ) = {(x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ I4: xi  αi j(x j) for 1 i, j  4}
is a globular lattice with permutationπ(1) = 2,π(2) = 1,π(3) = 4 andπ(4) = 3. Conversely, every four-dimensional globular lattice
with a non-cyclic ﬁxed-point free permutation is isomorphic with one of the L(ϕ,ψ)′s.
Remark 26. The isomorphism classes of the lattices M(φ,ψ) can be discussed using techniques that are similar to the ones
we used for the isomorphism classes of the globular lattices L(δ, γ ).
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